High-quality hex meshes are crucial for finite element analysis. However, the quality of a hex mesh improved by geometric smoothing cannot guarantee to satisfy the requirement of finite element analysis. To this end, this paper puts forward an approach to topological optimization of hex mesh based on frame field and sheet operations, which improves the quality of the worst elements of the hex mesh by optimizing its topological structure. The approach first builds an initial frame field on the input hex mesh and optimizes it to obtain a high-quality frame field. Then, the problematic sheet that leads to the poor quality of the hex mesh is determined according to the initial and optimized frame fields. Finally, the structure of the problematic sheet is adjusted based on the high-quality frame field and sheet operations. Experimental results demonstrate that our topological optimization approach can effectively improve the minimal Scaled Jacobian value of the hex mesh.
Introduction
In finite element analysis, the quality of a hex mesh directly determines the precision and efficiency of simulation [1] . A poor quality element, such as a element with minimal Scaled Jacobian value less than 0.2, could make the mesh unusable for simulation. However, high-quality hex meshing is still an open problem, and mesh editing can easily lead to a degradation of the mesh quality, so to adequately support the subsequent numerical analysis, mesh optimization becomes essential.
Hex mesh improvement algorithms can be classified into two categories: geometric smoothing and topological optimization. Geometric smoothing [2] , the most popular hex mesh improvement method, improves the overall quality of the hex mesh by optimizing the locations of mesh nodes. However, since geometric smoothing cannot change the topological connections between mesh nodes, the qualities of some hex meshes improved by geometric smoothing do not satisfy the analysis requirement.
Unlike geometric smoothing, topological optimization allows to change the connections of mesh nodes during the optimization process, which can further improve the mesh quality after geometric smoothing. However, due to the global layered structure of hex mesh, efficient topological optimization of hex mesh becomes very difficult. Moreover, to date there are only several related works about hex mesh topological optimization [3, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] .
In theory, there are three types of hex mesh topological modification operations [3] : flipping operation, atomic operation and sheet operation. Similar to the well-known flipping operations in tet meshes, Bern et al. [4] presented flipping operations for hex mesh, which translated several hexahedra into other hexahedra with the same boundary via several proposed patterns, and realized the localization of hex mesh modification. Tautges et al. [5] put forward a set of atomic operations that are irreducible by considering the mesh face as the object. Since the global structure of the hex mesh is not taken into account, these two kinds of topological modification operations are difficult to be applied to improve the mesh quality of hex mesh, so they are rarely used in hex mesh optimization. Sheet operations [6] regard the layered structure of a hex mesh (which is called sheet, or Spatial Twist Continuum [7] ) as an operand. These operations change the topology of the hex mesh by the insertion and extraction of sheets, as well as adjusting the extension direction of sheets, and they are considered as the straightforward topological modification operation.
Sheet operation based hex mesh topological optimization can be divided into two categories, according to different optimization objectives: density optimization [8] [9] [10] and valence optimization [11] [12] [13] [14] . The density optimization of hex mesh is carried out by means of adding or deleting elements to ensure the element densities are in line with requirements of the density function. Woodbury et al. [8] extracted the sheets locally by adding supplementary sheets to be able to coarsen the local region. Harris et al. [9] presented corresponding refinement templates for single and double sheet insertions, which could freely control the direction and region of mesh refinement. For the problem of uneven density of hex mesh after mesh editing, Zhu et al. [10] proposed the sheet operation based coarsening and refinement strategies to optimize the density of hex mesh. In addition, sheet operations can also be applied to optimize the valences of mesh edges to improve the mesh quality. Mitchell et al. [11] eliminated the doublet elements of hex mesh through Pillowing operation. Shepherd [12] and Qian et al. [13] used the Pillowing operation on the whole boundary of hex mesh generated by grid-based method to improve the mesh quality of the boundary elements. Ledoux et al. [14] converted a hex mesh into fundamental mesh by sheet operations, which improved not only the quality of boundary elements, but also the mesh elements associated to geometric surfaces or curves. On the whole, existing topological optimization algorithms can improve the mesh quality of hex mesh to different extents, but there lacks a targeted approach to improving the quality of the worst elements of the hex mesh.
Considering that the mesh elements with worst quality are the main reason for not being able to use the hex mesh for simulation, in this paper we present an approach of frame field guided topological improvement for hex mesh using sheet operations. Our focus is on improving the mesh quality of the worst elements in a hex mesh. The approach presented in this paper has the following main contributions: 1). We optimize the hex mesh under the guidance of a high-quality frame field, making its structure conform to the orientations ofc the frame field as far as possible, so as to improve its topological structure; 2). We regard the determined problematic sheet as the primary object of topological optimization, which can naturally reflect the relationships between topological structure of the hex mesh and the frame field and can guarantee the validity of the resultant mesh; 3). We present the approach of building a high-quality frame field on the hex mesh, which is able to guide the topological optimization for the hex mesh.
Basic Concepts and Approach Overview
Before describing the optimization approach, we introduce some basic concepts of dual structure of hex mesh and frame field. Due to a limited space, we omit some familiar concepts related to hex mesh, which are described elsewhere [15] . 2.1. Basic concepts 2.1.1. Dual mesh Dual mesh is expressed as the topological structure of the finite element mesh in dual space, and it can be seen as a simple arrangement of 2D surfaces. Fig. 1(b) is the dual mesh of hex mesh in Fig. 1(a) . There are certain relationships between the elements in a hex mesh, such as that the three groups of topological parallel mesh edges in each element. According to these parallel relationships, all the mesh edges in a hex mesh can be divided into different groups, and each group corresponds to a sheet in dual mesh.
Definition 1 (sheet). Given a hex mesh H and a mesh edge e in H, a sheet s can be represented as a set of edges E s , where E s is the maximum set of edges that can be recursively found by obtaining the topological parallel edges of e.
Similarly, the set of hex H s that traverses through E s , and the 2D surface which traverses the middle points of E s , can also be seen as the sheet s. The red surface in Fig. 1(b) , the edge group in red in Fig. 1(c) and the set of hex in Fig. 1(d) all represent the sheet corresponding to mesh edge e.
Sheet operation
The basic sheet operations [3, 6] primarily include sheet extraction, sheet inflation and column collapse. Sheet extraction [3, 6] is a dual operation to delete the hexahedra of a sheet. For the sheet to be extracted, sheet extraction will degenerate the mesh edge of the sheet to a point and degenerate the hex of the sheet to a quad, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . Sheet inflation [3, 6] is a dual operation to generate a new sheet by inserting a layer of hexahedra, and this is the inverse operation of sheet extraction. In general, sheet inflation requires a quad set as the input (Fig. 2(c) ), and generates the new sheet by inflating every quad in the quad set (the red sheet in Fig. 2(d) ). Column collapse [3, 6] can change the intersecting relationship between related sheets by removing the hexahedra in the column. As shown in Fig. 2(e) , sheets A and B are turned into sheet D and E after collapsing column C.
Frame field
Frame field can offer the geometric orientations on the boundary and inside of the model, which is widely used in high-quality hex meshing [16] [17] [18] [19] . In order to improve the quality of the hex mesh, we use frame field to guide the adjustment of the bad structure. Similar to [18, 19] , in this work the frame is defined as follows:
Definition 2 (frame). Given a 3-tuple of three unit 3D vectors Fig. 3 . The hex mesh generated based on frame field: (a) a solid model; (b) the generated hex mesh; (c) several iso-surfaces for 3D parameterization; (d) the corresponding sheets to iso-surfaces in (c).
In fact, frame can also be seen as a 3×3 orthogonal matrix [u | v | w], in which the column vectors are respectively three mutually perpendicular unit vectors in the frame. Frames F i and F j are considered equivalent if F i can be permuted to F j . There are 24 equivalent frames for each frame since the permutations form the chiral cubical symmetry group G (any map in SO(3) which maps coordinate axes to coordinate axes).
To be able to quantify the closeness between two frames, the matching matrix [18] is adopted, which is defined as follows:
Definition 3 (matching matrix). The matching matrix between frames F s and F t is defined as the best permutation between them:
where · F is the Frobenius matrix norm.
The closeness of any two frames F s and F t [18] is approximated by the closeness between
where P st [i, ·] and P st [·, i] denote the i-th row and column vector of P st respectively, and
x . Frame field based hex meshing mainly follows three steps: design a guiding frame field, generate a parameterization which aligns to the frame field and extract the hex mesh from the parameterization. By adopting this meshing method, we generate the hex mesh for the model in Fig. 3(a) , which is of high quality. Fig. 3 (c) illustrates several iso-surfaces for the 3D parameterization, and we can see clearly that the red iso-surface corresponds to the red sheet in Fig. 3(d) , while the green iso-surface corresponds to the green sheet in Fig. 3(d) . This is because the high-quality frame field contains the geometric information, and the parameterization is built to align with it hereafter, thus several extracted iso-surfaces can represent the ideal location and shape of the corresponding layer of hexahedra.
Overview of our approach
We now describe our topological improvement approach based on frame field and sheet operations, aiming to improve the mesh quality of the worst elements in the hex mesh. In this paper, the quality of each element of hex mesh is calculated by the minimal Scaled Jacobian value. The input of the approach are the hex mesh after geometric smoothing using the method in [20] and an acceptable minimal Scaled Jacobian value of the hex mesh defined by user, the hex mesh would still contain several elements that do not meet user's requirements. The output is the hex mesh whose minimal Scaled Jacobian value is improved.
In order to effectively utilize frame field to improve the worst quality of hex mesh through topological optimization, three critical problems need to be addressed: 1. How to automatically determine the poor topological structure which leads to the degradation of the mesh quality; 2. How to effectively adjust the poor topological structure to make the quality of the worst elements improved; and 3. How to establish a high-quality frame field on the input hex mesh. For the first problem, we determine the problematic sheet which degrades the quality of element by calculating the structural quality of all the related sheets and consider the problematic sheet as adjusting object. For the second problem, we adjust the structure of the problematic sheet based on the orientations offered by a high-quality frame field. For the third problem, we first build a frame on each hex according to its three main directions, and then minimize a global energy function to obtain a high-quality frame field. As shown in Fig. 4 , our approach consists of the following steps:
1). Build initial frame field on the input hex mesh and optimize it to obtain the high-quality frame field; 2). Determine the problematic sheet that degrades the mesh quality according to the initial and optimized frame fields; 3). Adjust the structure of the problematic sheet under the guidance of the high-quality frame field and the current structure of the hex mesh; 4). Do geometric smoothing on the hex mesh after topological optimization, and repeat the above steps until the mesh quality meets user's requirements or the worst quality cannot be further improved by our approach.
Construction of a high-quality frame field on hex mesh
A high-quality frame field of a solid model can reliably record the whole geometry information of boundary and inside of the model. Since it offers the orientations of the ideal hex mesh of the solid model, it can be used as the basis of topological optimization. We first build the initial frame field on the input hex mesh and then optimize it to get a high-quality frame field, enabling it to effectively guide the subsequent topological optimization.
Construction of the initial frame field on hex mesh
We first build a frame at the center of each hex, whose three vectors are three mutually perpendicular main directions of this hexahedron. In other words, each of the three vectors of the frame should be parallel to the three vectors linking the centers of three groups of topological parallel mesh faces in the hexahedron as far as possible. As shown in Fig. 5 , X, Y, Z are the three unit vectors separately linking the three groups of parallel mesh faces in a hexahedron. The initial frames are built individually according to the types of hexahedron: inner mesh hexahedra, boundary hexa- hedra associated to geometric curves and boundary hexahedra associated to geometric surfaces (which do not fall into the first two categories). For the hexahedron inside the model, such as c 1 in Fig. 5(a) , the frame is determined as follows:
In order to naturally meet the orthogonal and unit constraints of u, v, w, we adopt Euler angle to express the frame, i.e. R x (α)R y (β)R z (γ), where α, β, γ are the Euler angles of the matrix [u | v | w]. Therefore, an internal frame is converted into three degrees of freedom and Eq. 3 is equally converted into:
The frame in blue in Fig. 5(b) is the initial frame of c 1 .
For the purpose of boundary conforming of hex mesh, special treatment is considered on the boundary hexahedra.
For the boundary hexahedron associated to geometric curves that is at least adjacent to two geometric surfaces, such as c 2 in Fig. 5(a) , one direction of the frame is fixed to the direction of tangent vector T of the geometric curve, so the initial frame can be expressed as a form with a degree of freedom:
where T 1 and T 2 are two orthogonal unit vectors that are perpendicular to T and θ can be calculated as follows:
where N 1 and N 2 are the unit normal vectors of the adjacent geometric surfaces, as shown in Fig. 5(c) .
Similarly, for the hexahedron that is adjacent to geometric surface, such as c 3 in Fig. 5(a) , one direction of the frame should be the surface normal. The frame can also be expressed as the form with only one degree of freedom:
where T 1 and T 2 are two orthogonal unit vectors which are perpendicular to N and θ can be calculated as follow:
where X and Y are the two vectors which are perpendicular to N as far as possible among the three vectors X,Y,Z, as shown in Fig. 5(d) .
The initial frame field is built on the hex mesh according to the above method. Unlike the previous methods whose frames are built on tet meshes, the frame field built on hex mesh in this way can naturally reflect the topological structure and the whole directional information of the current hex mesh, and subsequent optimization can also converge faster due to the higher quality of the initial frame field. Fig. 6(b) shows the initial frames of the sheet in Fig. 6(a) . We observe that one direction (in red) of every frame is vertical to the 2D surface of this sheet, properly reflecting the direction of the sheet in the initial hex mesh, which is the important basis to evaluate the structural quality of a sheet. 
Frame field optimization on hex mesh
After establishing the initial frame field, we optimize it to get a high-quality frame field (similar to [18] ) . The closeness E st between the frames F s and F t is computed as shown in Eq. 2, and so the energy function for the whole field is defined as:
where F inner is the set of the inner mesh faces of hex mesh and E f denotes the closeness E st of frames on the two hexahedra (s and t) which are adjacent to mesh face f . In frame field optimization, the inner frames are expressed as R x (α)R y (β)R z (γ), whereas the boundary frames are expressed as {cos(θ)
We use the L-BFGS method to achieve the minimal value. Since the energy function is non-linear, building the initial frame field in this way provides a better initial value for optimization, which avoids for the optimization to fall into local optimal solutions to some extent and also accelerates the convergence. Fig. 6(d) displays the extracted singular edges after frame field optimization.
The initial frame field expresses the topological structure of the input hex mesh, whereas the high-quality frame field after optimization offers the ideal topological structure of the hex mesh in the solid model. This comparison can clearly determine the bad topological structure of the input hex which do not conform to the best orientations, which is an important basis of our topological improvement. This information cannot be obtained from the frame field built on tet meshes. Fig. 6(c) shows the high-quality frames of the sheet in Fig. 6(a) , some of which have dramatic improvements compared to the initial frames in Fig. 6(b) .
Determination of the problematic sheet
If the hex mesh improved by geometric smoothing has remaining elements with poor quality, then there are some problems with the topological structure of the surrounding area of these elements. Since the topology of the hex mesh is formed by the intersection of a number of sheets, the structures of several sheets around these bad elements may be problematic. Based on this observation, the sheets which go through the bad elements and have poor structure qualities form the main topological structure that degrade the mesh quality. We refer to the sheet with the poorest structural quality as the problematic sheet, which should be determined first.
We consider all the sheets that go through the elements in poor quality as candidate sheets, and then determine the problematic sheet among them according to the structural qualities of sheets. Since the three directions of initial frame can express the directions of the three sheets that pass through the corresponding hexahedron, whereas the three directions of the high-quality frame after optimizing the initial frame express the ideal way of three sheets passing through the same hexahedron (i.e. the three 2D surfaces respectively normal to the three vectors of the frame), we can finally define the structural quality of a sheet s by the differences between the initial frame and the high-quality frame on the sheet:
where H s is the set of hex in s, f c is the initial frame on element c in H s , f c is the high-quality frame on c, E f c f c is the closeness between f c and f c , λ c is the weight of each hexahedron (λ c = 1/(t c + 1), t c is the topological distance from element c to the worse elements). The larger D s is, the worse the structural quality of sheet s is. The problematic sheet is determined as the sheet with the maximum structural quality among candidate sheets. Fig. 7(b) illustrates the hexahedra in poor quality after smoothing (the mesh quality of these elements do not conform to user's requirement), and the determined problematic sheet is shown in red in Fig. 7(c) .
Frame field guided topological adjustment using sheet operations
Since the high-quality frame field provides the information of the ideal arrangement of sheets, we adjust the structure of the problematic sheet resulting in poor quality to optimize the topological structure around these bad elements, so as to improve the mesh quality of the elements. Firstly, we determine the reserved subparts in the problematic sheet, i.e. the fixed region in process of topological modification, as shown in Fig. 9(b) . Secondly, we build face frame field based on the high-quality frame field on the hex mesh, as shown in Fig. 9(c) . Thirdly, by considering the one side of quads of each reserved subpart as a base quad set, we extend it to get the ideal quad set for inflation driven by the previous face frame field. Fig. 9(d) shows the extended quad sets for the two reserved subparts, respectively. Finally, we use the combined operations of local sheet extraction and local sheet inflation to adjust the structure of the problematic sheet. Fig. 9(e) shows the final adjusted sheets for the sheet initially shown in Fig. 9(a) .
Determination of the reserved subparts in the problematic sheet
During sheet adjustment, several reserved subparts in the problematic sheet will be remained in order to keep the reasonable parts of the original sheet, whereas the other subparts of the sheet will be extracted. The reserved subparts consist of high-quality subparts and some other subparts. And the high-quality subparts are determined according to the following two rules:
1. The mesh quality of the hexahedra in the high-quality subparts is good; 2. The differences between the initial frame and the optimized high-quality frame on the hexahedra in the highquality subparts are not big. Besides the high-quality subparts, in order to ensure that the quality of the hex mesh will not get worse during the sheet adjustment, the subparts of the sheet whose extraction will lead the topological quality of the resultant mesh worse are also remained. We determine these subparts by predicting the topological quality of the hex mesh after sheet extraction [21] .
In this way, all reserved subparts are determined. Fig. 8(a) illustrates the initial reserved subparts of sheet in Fig. 9(a) . To facilitate the sequence structure adjustment, we need to do simple optimization on the initial subparts, i.e. by removing hanging hex and adding several hex in little holes. The optimized reserved subparts are shown in Fig. 8(b) . The reserved subparts are then divided into several connected regions and the regions with few hexahedra (where the hex number is less than 15% of the hex number of the corresponding sheet) are ignored so as to keep the mesh density of the mesh since each connected region denotes a potential new adjusted sheet. The reserved subparts whose extraction will lead the quality worse are always remained during the above optimization. The self-intersected sheet is considered as two sheets in the local. Fig. 8(c) illustrates the final two reserved subparts.
Construction of the face frame field on hex mesh
In the hex mesh, the location of the sheet can be determined by its quad set. The process of adjusting the sheet is the process of determining an ideal quad set for inflation, therefore to determine the ideal quad set more effectively, we establish the face frame field on the mesh faces of hex mesh.
For the inner mesh face f , the frame can also be expressed by Euler angle, R x (α)R y (β)R z (γ), and its frame is defined as the mean frame of the two frames on the adjacent hexahedra:
where s and t are the two hexahedra adjacent to f , F s and F t are the frames on s and t.
Face frame field driven quad set extension
After establishing the frame field on mesh faces of hex mesh, for each reserved subpart, we consider its one side of quads as the base quad set and extend it to a valid quad set for inflation, based on the guiding of face frame field and the current topological structure of the hex mesh. Each extended quad set denotes a new adjusted sheet. One of the base quad sets and the frames are shown in Fig. 10(a) .
We determine the final quad set by way of expanding outward, layer by layer. Assuming the outer boundary of the current base quad set Q is l 0 = {v 0 , v 1 , · · · , v i , · · · v l 0 }, in which {v i } is the ordered mesh vertices on l 0 . Each vertex v i is handled in order, the two adjacent mesh edges of v i on the boundary of quad set Q are e i and e i+1 , as shown in Fig. 10(b) . We need to determine a group of continuous mesh faces from edge e i to e i+1 to be put into quad set Q. Because there may be more than one group of mesh faces from e i to e i+1 , we finally select the one with best quality. The quality of each group G of mesh faces is computed as below: where E f rame is the sum of the differences between frames of faces in base quad set Q and the candidate group G, E topology is the impact of topological quality after adding the quads of G into base quad set Q. The larger E G is, the lower chance for the group to be selected. A detailed description for each criterion is listed as below.
Frame field offers ideal orientations of sheet in hex mesh, which is the important basis to determine the quad set:
where N( f ) is the set of mesh faces which are adjacent to mesh face f , E F f F f i is the closeness of frames on mesh faces f and f i .
Considering that a valid quad set cannot be always identified based on the frame field alone, especially when the optimized frame field do not correspond to a reasonable structure of the hex mesh, we take into account the impact of topological quality after inflating the quad set during the process of determining the quad set:
After adding G into Q, the set of hexahedra around vertex v i is separated into two parts H 1 and H 2 . The closer #H 1 (the number of hexahedra in H 1 ) is to #H 2 (the number of hexahedra in H 2 ), the higher topological quality is after the inflation of the quad set. As shown in Fig.11 , the topological quality of the resultant mesh is higher by selecting the quad set (in blue) in Fig. 11(a) compared to the quad set (in blue) in Fig. 11(d) .
In this way, we can determine a group of continuous mesh faces from e i to e i+1 , and then push these quads into the quad set Q. The quads in yellow in Fig. 10(c) are the determined mesh faces from e i to e i+1 . After updating the quad set Q, we continue to handle the next mesh vertex v i+1 .The original quad set will be expanded a layer of quads after all the vertices on l 0 are processed, as shown in Fig. 10(d) . After that we need to again identify the boundary vertices of the updating quad set Q, and to continue expanding the quad set until Q reaches the boundary of model or Q is self-enclosed. Finally, a valid quad set is determined in the end, as the quad set shown in Fig. 10(e) .
In our specific implementation, we optimize the intermediate quad set after expanding each layer of quads, so as to guarantee that the expanding process will be convergent as much as possible.
After generating the quad set for each reserved subpart, we adjust the structure of the problematic sheet using sheet operations. We first do local sheet extraction on the problematic sheet, i.e. fixing the reserved subparts and degenerating other hex into quads. As shown in Fig. 12(b) , several prisms will be formed in the process. We then perform local sheet inflation on the resultant hex mesh, i.e. inflating the quads (such as the blue quads in Fig. 10(e) ), but only those that are in the determined quad set and not in the initial base quad set. Using this method, the structure of the problematic sheet is effectively optimized. Fig. 12(c) shows the new adjusted sheets for the problematic sheet in Fig. 12(a) .
Experimental results
The proposed approach is implemented using the C++ programming language on an Intel i7-4790 CPU with 8GB of RAM. The approach has been tested on different meshes after mesh cutting, mesh matching and mesh morphing. The acceptable minimal Scaled Jacobian value is input by the user (it is set to 0.3 in Test cases 1, 2, 3 and 4, and is set to 0.4 in Test case 5). The statistics of quality (including Scaled Jacobian, Hex Shape and Hex Skew [22] ) of the Fig. 13 . The major processes of topological improvement for Test case 2: (a) the input hex mesh; (b) the bad elements that do not meet user's requirement (in blue); (c) the initial frame field; (d) the high-quality frame field; (e) the problematic sheet; (f) the reserved subparts; (g) the determined quad sets; (h) the mesh after adjusting the structure of the problematic sheet.
input meshes (after geometric smoothing) and the output meshes, as well as the timings spent on the initialization and optimization of the frame field (Frame Opt.) and the determination and adjustment of the problematic sheet (Sheet Adjust) are respectively given in Table 1 . The hex mesh shown in Fig. 13(a) is an intermediate mesh during mesh matching. After smoothing, the minimal Scaled Jacobian of the mesh is -0.054, which is unacceptable. The minimal Scaled Jacobian of the hex mesh after topological improvement is increased to 0.341. The hex mesh in Fig. 14 is the resultant mesh after mesh morphing (moving the feature F in Fig. 14(a) ). In the optimization process, two reserved subparts are identified, so two sheets are inserted instead of the initial problematic sheet. The minimal Scaled Jacobian value of the mesh is increased to 0.332. However, as shown in Fig. 14(e) , the quad set in green is extended from the base quad set from subpart in green in Fig. 14(d) , leading the sheet structure to be altered very much, which in turn changes the initial mesh density to a certain extent. Reducing this effect will be our focus in future work.
Test case 4 shown in Fig. 15 (a) has several elements whose quality do not satisfy the user's requirement. The extracted singularity edges of the high-quality frame field of the model are shown in Fig. 15(c) , which demonstrates the optimized frame field is optimal for this model. After adjusting the structure of the problematic sheet ( Fig. 15(d) ), the minimal Scaled Jacobian of the hex mesh is increased to 0.538. However, since the optimization problem defined in Eq. 9 is non-linear, not all frame fields can be optimized to be very good. For example, the optimized frame field of the hex mesh in Fig. 16(a) is not good, which can be seen from the extracted singularity edges in Fig. 16(c) , and thus the problematic sheet in Fig. 16(d) is hard to be well adjusted only based on this frame field. In our approach, since the topological structure of the initial hex mesh is also used to guide the adjustment of the problematic sheet (Sec. 5.3), so the minimal Scaled Jacobian of the hex mesh in Fig. 16(a) is still improved to 0.445. In addition, as listed in Table 1 , the optimization of the frame field costs a lot of time currently. We think that it is due to our current poor implementation of the optimization solving and can be dramatically improved in the near future according to [18] .
Conclusion and future work
This paper presents a novel approach to topological optimization of the hex mesh, focusing on improving the quality of the worst elements. The proposed approach has the following advantages compared with existing methods: 1). By converting the worst quality problem into the structure problem of the related sheets, the approach can effectively improve the quality of the worst elements by optimizing the sheet structure via sheet operations. 2). By establishing the initial and optimized frame fields of the input hex mesh, we can effectively find the problematic sheet and optimize its structure under the guidance of the optimized frame field and the current structure of the hex mesh.
Several improvements of our approach are planned in our future work: 1). In our current approach, we adopt local measures to determine the quad set guided by frame field, and sometimes the determined quad set may not be the optimal one and the validity of the quad set cannot be guaranteed for complex models. Therefore, in the future, we will build the parameterization aligning to the high-quality frame field, and we will get the ideal quad sets by directly extracting the iso-surfaces. In addition, more complex mesh models will be tested in the future. 2). We will also consider the impact of the mesh density during the optimization process in the future so as to keep the initial mesh density as far as possible. Besides, other quality measures such as mesh density and mesh topological quality will be also taken into account to be able to better determine the problematic structure.
